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Introduction

• 3 Barriers
1. Restrictions on cross-border capacity
2. The need for regional common rules and 

regulations
3. The need for political support to allow greater 

regional coordination and cooperation

• Country Profiles
• Moving Forward
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#1 Restrictions on cross-border 
capacity
• Constrained cross-border capacity, 

physically and market based
• PPAs blocking trade
• Transparent allocation of cross-border 

capacity
• Tight cross-border capacity may 

strengthen position of incumbent



LoseBenefitNo opinion

Would the most important local generating
companies lose or benefit from more intensive

regional electricity market integration?
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#2  Common Rules and 
Regulations

• Same authority in different institutions
• Information collection
• Authority over market traders
• Enforcement of current national and EU 

rules



#3  Political Support for 
Neighborhood Cooperation
• Greater regional cooperation
• A regional institution?
• Involvement of politicians
• Investment by neighbours



Regional Electricity Exchange9

Sub-national government units8

National Parliaments7

Transmission System Operator6

Consumer Groups5

Energy Ministries4

EU Institutions3

National Regulatory Agencies2

Regional Transmission System Operator1

Which institution(s) should be the strongest 
leaders for integrating the regions electricity 
systems? 
(listed from most important to least important)



Country Profiles

• Romania
– Business culture
– Generation efficiency
– Market more competitive than 

monopolistic
– Free market and regulated market exist
– Day-Ahead-Market
– Mandatory balancing market



Sub-national government units7

National Parliaments6

Consumer Groups5

Regional Electricity Exchange4

Energy Ministries3

Transmission System Operator,2

EU Institutions,
Regional Transmission System Operator
National Regulatory Agencies

1

Which institution(s) should be the strongest leaders 
for integrating the regions electricity systems? 
(listed from most important to least important)



Future Direction
1. Inform and get the cooperation of 

policymakers to move forward in regional 
coordination issues. 
• Foster dialog between current national 

parliament energy committees (No need 
to do it alone!)

• Build a consensus on what are 
common regional interests

2. There needs to be greater transparency of 
cross-border capacity
• Build from Regional Cross-Border 

Capacity Auction Office



Future Direction
3. Create a regional electricity exchange.

• Involve current national exchanges
• Consider balancing market issues
• What infrastructure needed (including 

that to South East Europe)
4. Regional Working Group

• Develop regional guidelines, involving: 
institutional authority, info collection, 
amount reinvested



Future Direction
5. Define role of energy traders

• Address within regional working group
• Tackle third-party trading disputes

6. Understand the future affects of a unified 
South East European market on the East 
Central European market.
1. Propose a study to examine issues:

• Foreign Direct Investment
• Regulatory and Institutional reform
• Break up of national utilities
• Cooperation between regions



Conclusion

• Possible to overcome the 3 Barriers
• Problems in each national market are 

common in other countries
• Dealing with complex issues of state 

sovereignty and national interests, so 
solutions are not easy.

• A common regional understanding must 
be developed that allows national actions 
to also benefit the region of Central and 
Eastern Europe


